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Abstract
The statisticalquality, E, of any peak in a given Mdssbauerspectrumcan be definedin termsof the
observedspectralparameters:
backgroundcounts,velocityincrement,and the width and dip ofthe peak.
For isolatedpeaksthe statisticaluncertaintywith whicheachpeakparametermay be determined,
from a
given spectrum,is an inverselinear function of the peak E value.
For spectrawith partially overlappedpeaks,parameteruncertaintyfurther dependson component
peak separation.Below a critical separationwhereseparateminima are visuallydiscernible,probable
parametererror rises very rapidly to infinity. The limits of recoveringthe parametersof strongly
overlappedpeaksand the (large)uncertainties
involvedare graphicallypresented

Introduction
It is not uncommonto find, in the recentliterature,
examplesof Mdssbauerspectrawhich showa limited
numberof well-definedminima.but which havebeen
fitted with a substantiallylarger number of "incompletelyresolvedcomponent peaks" by the investigator.The validity of this procedureand the
probableerrorsinvolveddependupon the uncertainty of the spectralmeasurements
and upon the fitted
model. Under optimum conditions with no
systematicerrors present in the data and an appropriatemodel,the fitting errorsarethoseduepurely
to the statisticaluncertaintyofthe spectraldata. It is
this statisticallimitation to spectralfitting that is the
subjectof this paperand is consideredhereinfor the
specificcaseof Mdssbauerspectrameasuredin the
usual constant-acceleration
mode. The conclusions,
however, are adaptable to other types of spectroscopy.
An empirical approachusingcomputer-simulated
Mdssbauerspectrais employed,and the effectsof
peak quality and peak overlap on probable peakparameter errors are graphically presented.It is
assumedthat the spectroscopist
is alreadyaware of
the statisticallimitations of the data. This paper is
rather aimed at the users, or potential users, of
M6ssbauerdatawho wishto know, "to what degree
does this particular data set support this particular
model?"
Statistical Quality of Miissbauer
SpectralPeaks
Most routine Mdssbauerspectraare measuredusing a so-calledconstant accelerationspectrometer

which accumulates the spectrum in a multichannel
analyzer (see, e.g., Greenwood and Gibbs, 1971,
chap. 2). In this experimental configuration the
gamma-ray source (or absorber) is repeatedly swept
at constant acceleration through a range ofvelocities,
typically on the order of -5 mm/sec to *5 mm,/sec,
for Fe-57 studies. Each channel of the multichannel
analyzer(*tcn) contains the counts recorded while the
source was moving in a particular velocity interval.
For instance,velocitiesof 5.00 to 4.98 mm/sec may
be associatedwith channel l. velocitiesof 4.98 to 4.96
to channel 2, etc- In this example the velocity increment of 0.02 mm/sec/channel would require 500
channelsto cover a -5 to a *5 mm/sec range.
An exampleof such a spectrumis shown in Figure
l, and is seento consistof a plot of the total number
of counts received in each of the uc,', channels. (The
relation of velocity to channel number, or calibration of the spectrometer, is accomplished through
electromechanical or electrooptical techniques, or
through the useof standards.)Note that the counts at
high negative velocities (low channel numbers) and
again at high positive velocities (high channel
numbers) are nearly constant, differing only by
statisticalnoise.This background count, which could
be more precisely defined as the average count per
channel at velocities well removed from any spectral
peaks, is termed the off-resonancecount. Nearer the
cpnter of the spectrum some of the channels show a
significant decrease in the number of counts accumulated. This loss of counts is due to the resonant
absorption and re-emissionof gamma photons in the
absorber sample being studied.
Ideally the shape of the Mdssbauer absorption
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Ftc. l Example of computer simulated spectrum. The data
points simulate the number of counts accumulated in each channel
of a multichannel analyzer. The solid curve represents the leastsquares fitted envelope which is the sum of two Lorentzian peaks
separated by 2.0 peak width.

which the spectrumwas accumulated,the amountof
sampleused and the amount of specificMdssbauer
nuclide in the sample, the number and types of
different sites within the sample over which this
isotopeis distributed,the activity of the gamma-ray
source,the experimentalconfiguration,erc. Despite
theseexperimentalvariations,however,it is possible
to estimatethe statisticalquality of a specificpeakin
a given spectrum.
How well defined the spectral parametersare
ratio of
dependsbasicallyon the peak-to-background
the specificpeak in question.This may be expressed
as the depthof the peakbelowbackgroundin unitsof
estimatedstandarddeviations.In the following, the
estimatedstandarddeviationsaretakendirectlyfrom
counting statistics,thereby assumingno systematic
error is presentin the spectrum.The probableerrors
arrived at thereflorerefer to the precisionratherthan
the accuracyof the spectrum.
The peakdepthcan begivenasthe differencein the
numberof countsobservedat the peakcenterand the
off-resonance
count. As the M6ssbauereffectresults
in only a small percentagedecreasein the counting
rate at the peak,the standarddeviationof the count
in any channelis closelyapproximatedby the square
root of the off-resonancecount. Thus the desired
peakdepthin unitsof countingstandarddeviationis
given by the ratio,
4 : (N_ _ N,)/\/ N-

peak conforms to a Lorcntzian (also known as
Cauchy) profile. In practice,it is found that most
spectra closely approximate this form although
relativelyminor deviationsdo occur. In thosecases
wherethe deviationsfrom Lorentzianform are real,
it is often difficult to determinewhetherthis is an inherentpropertyof the materialunderstudyor merely
an artifact causedby faulty samplepreparation,imperfect spectrometet,etc. At any rate, thesedeviations are small and do not materiallyaffectthe statisticalconclusions
arrivedat below.
The spectralparameterswhich characterizeeach
peak in a spectrumare:

(1)

wherely'- refersto the off-resonance
countand Nothe
count at the peak.
For spectrameasuredunderconstantexperimental
conditions,the aboveratio, R, is in fact proportional
to the statisticalquality of a given peak. However,
considera spectrummeasuredunder the conditions
that the velocityincrementper channelis very small
and, therefore,a peak of a given width is recorded
over a relativelylarge number of channels.Without
appreciableloss of information, under these conditions, the spectrumcould alternativelybe representedby half as many data points whereeachpoint
representsthe sum of two consecutive
channels.For
1. centerlocation(in units of channelnumbers) the statisticalquality of the peak to be the samein
2. area(in units of countsX channelnumbers) eitherdata set,the ratio derivedabovemust takeinto
3. width (in units of channelnumbers
account both the peak width and the uce velocity
The width is usually expressedas full width at half incrementper channel,or specifically:
maximum.How well theseparametersare definedby
(2)
E : (N- - N)\/G/ Nthe observedspectrumvarieswidely due to suchfactors as the strengthof the Mdssbauereffectin the whereE is the hereindefinedstatisticalquality of the
particularsamplestudied,the length of time over peak, and G is the peak width (rwHu) in units of
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channelnumbers.The peakwidth in unitsof mm,/sec
can be convertedto units of channel numbers by
dividingby the velocityincrementper channel,or by
rewritingthe formula as
(3)
E:(N_-NJr./t/vNwhereI is the peak width in mm,/secand y is the
velocityincrementper channelalso in mm/sec.
The fractionalpeak dip,p, can be expressed
asp :
(N- - N)/N- leadingto anotherusefulform of E,
utz

E : p\/6-G

(4)

Finally, for pure Lorentzian peaks, the area of the
peak is related to the dip and width parameters;l :
rG(N- - N")/2 which then rearranged and combined with Equation (2) above gives:

E:_J+
rt/ N-G

(5)
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100-200. Peaks with higher values are exceptionally
well determined by the data whereas peaks of E
valuessignificantlylessthan 100 are only indistinctly
resolved in the given spectrum.
It remains to demonstrate that E is in fact a
measure of the statistical quality of a spectral peak.
As mentioned above, the statistical quality is a
measure of how well the peak parameters are defined
by a given data set, i.e., how small the errors are in
the determination of the peak parameters from that
data set. Thus the higher the statistical quality,
the higher the precision with which the spectral
parameters can be determined or conversely the
smaller the probable error in the estimatesof these
parameters.
Therefore, it can be expected that
E al/eo

(6)

where e, is the relative error in the spectral parameter

Althoughexperimental
conditionsemployedin the under consideration. To demonstrate that this
measurement
of spectravary widely,it is possibleto proportionality holds, a seriesof Miissbauer spectra
give typical ranges of the significant spectral were numerically simulated as follows. The expresparametersand thereby arrive at the range of ex- sion for the number of counts accumulated in the ith
pectedpeak E values.Backgroundor off-resonance channel is
count is largelydeterminedby the length of time the
spectralmeasurement
is madeand the activity of the N ( i r : N - - - - 2 4 b 9 - -x)"/G'
r7.t1N1iy
source.Currently reportedspectrahavebackground
countson the order of 106countsper channelwhich
(7)
* N-'/'R(O, l)
representsan order of magnitude increase over
typical spectrareportedfive yearsago.The fractional
where .xo,A, and G are, respectively,the location,
dip observedwith mineralsamplesdependsprimarily
area,and width of the peak,and R(0, l) is a normally
upon the Fe concentration of the sample. The
distributedrandom variablewith meanof zero and
amountof sampleused,however,is limitedby other
varianceof 1.0. The normally distributedrandom
effectssuch as absorption,saturation,or thickness
variableswerecomputedby the methodof Hamming
broadening.Typical M6ssbauer-effect
dips areon the
(1962).Spectrawere simulatedwith peak widths of
order of 5 to l0 percentfor the major peaksin a specfrom 2 to 60 channelsand E valuesfrom 6 to 750.
trum but may be lessthan I percentin the caseof
Thesevaluesspanthe rangeof most spectranormally
siteswith small Fe occupancies.
M6ssbauerpeakencountered.
widths reported for mineralsshow a narrow range
Thesesingle-peak,simulatedspectrawere then fit
of about 0.30 + 0.05 mm/sec, although broadby the usual (Newton-Gauss)least-squaremethods
ened peaks are occasionallyencountered.The
which yield estimatedstandarderrors,oo, for eachof
velocity incrementemployeddependson the sizeof
the fitted parameters.The correspondingrelative
the trrce,and the necessityto record the entire specstandarderrors,e : o,/G, and e6 : oc/G areshown
trum simultaneously.As the resolutionlimit is fixed
"
plotted in Figure 2 uersusthe inverse of the apby the peak width, there is little or no advantagein
propriate E value for that spectralpeak. (The data
using a velocity incrementthat is very small compoints for the relativeerror in the area ea : oafA
pared to the peakwidth. Literature-reportedvalues
which outline a similar curve falling betweenthose
are normally in the range of 0.01 to 0.05 mm/
shown, were deleted in the interest of graphical
sec,/channel,
i.e., peaks appearsome ten to twenty
clarity.)The plot showsthat indeedthe relativeerrors
channelswide.
are inverselinearfunctionsof the E values,l'.e.:
Combiningthesetypical parameterrangesleadsto
(8)
typical statisticalpeak qualities,f, on the order of
eo = (or/P) : ko/E
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wherefto is a constant.From Figure2 the valuesof peaksfrom actualspectrawerecheckedagainstthese
theseproportionalityconstantscan be evaluated;for relationsand excellentagreementwas found.
the relativeerror in peaklocatioa,kr * 0.81,for the
Ruby (1973)has recentlyintroducedseveralnew
relativeerror in peak area,kn - 1.63,and for the parametersusefulin characterizingMiissbauerspecrelativeerror in the peak width, ke = 2.23.
tra, includinga parameter,S, which,"has the properThe E valuesof Figure 2 werecalculatedfrom the ties desiredfor a figure of merit or for a measureof
ideal input spectralparametervalues.The increased the quality of a (spectral)measurement."This S
spreadof pointsat smallE valuesis duein part to the value is a characteristicof the entire spectrumand
smalldifferencebetweenthe E valuesobtainedin this thereforeis closelyrelatedto the componentpeak E
mannerand the E valuesobtainedby usingthe least- values.Ruby definesS,
squaresfitted valuesof area,width, etc, and in part
(e)
s : N- f p<il'
due to the imprecisionof the error estimatesof small
E valuepeaks.
where p(i) is the fractional dip observedin the rth
Thus from Figure 2 or the algebraicexpressions, channel. and the summation extends over the /
the probableerror in the determinationof the various channelscomprisingthe spectrum.For a Lorentzian
spectralparametersof isolatedpeaks can be deter- peak of maximumdip, po,thefractionaldip observed
mined from a knowledgeof their E values. The in any channelis given by
observedparameteresd'sfor a number of isolated
(10)
p(i): pJ( + 46'z/G'z)
where6 is the separationof the fth channelfrom the
peakmaximumand G is the peakwidth, both in units
In a spectrumwith peaksthat
of channel-numbers.
are many channelswide, one of the channelswill be
sufficientlycloseto the centerof the peak to be consideredto show the maximum fractional dip of po,
i.e., 6 x zero, for this channel. For successive
d : t l, + 2, + 3 . . . Then:
neighboringchannels,
S:

€ ^r

N-

f ,"tt *

ta'/e'1

(l l)

s : N-po'{r+ 2 E t/<t * 4n',/c"7"1 (02)

2o/"

The value of the infinite seriesin curly bracescan be
numericallyevaluatedand is equalto 0.25rG. Then:
S :0.2hrp2oN*G

or in termsof E.
e19
a 38
o76
o15
o30
+60

- ''o

oo5

0ro
o15
x-1
E

020

.o25

FIc. 2. Plot of relativeerror of peairparameters
uersusinverseof
peak E value. Symbolsrefer to various peak widths ernployed.
Upper line and associated
datapointsreferto relativeerror in peak
width, lower line and associated
data pointsreferto relativeerror
in peak location.Relativeerror in peak area(not shown)falls in
between.

S:0.2hrE"

(13)

for a single-peakspectrum.For a multipeak spectrum, two extreme cases must be isolated. For
non-overlappingpeaksthe contribution to S of the
ith channelis dueto one or anotherof the component
peaks(but not more than one) and thereforeis includedin one of the componentpeak E values,thus:
= 9.25or-,-r'
S(non-overlaPPed)
However,lor overlappedspectra,the dip observedin
the ith channelis due to more than one component
peak.In the extremecaseof completeoverlapof two
peaks,po = po I p6,,andfrom above:
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= 0.25r12E(i)1"
S(completely
overlapped)
In general,then,S liesbetweenthesetwo extremes:
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the normally distributed random numbers were
generatedusingthe Hamming (1962)methodfor the
spectrasimulatedon the Inu computerand the Mar0.25trl2E(i)l'2
S > 0.25rZE(i)'
saglia,Mclaren, and Bray (1967)procedureon the
dependingupon the degreeof overlap of the com- Univac computer. About 150 total spectrawere
generated.Thesespectrahad A values(peak separaponentpeaksin a particularspectrum.
tions expressed
in units of peakwidths)of 0.0 to 2.0
Effect of Peak Overlap on Errors in
and E valuesfrom 8 to 200. Severaldifferentratios
ParameterDetermination
betweenthe areasof the two peakswereusedas well
In Figure l, the separationof the peaksis large as severaldifferentpeak widths. In all casesthe genenough that their characteristicparameterscan be erating valuesof the peak widths of the two comdetermined essentiallyto the precision given by ponentpeakswerekept equal.This is in keepingwith
Equation (8). However,for spectrawith successivelyreal spectrawhere drasticallydifferent peak widths
smallerseparations,
the overlapof one distribution in the samespectraare the exception.
on the other decreases
the precisionwith which all
The simulatedtwo-peak spectrawere then fit (or
parameters
of the two peakscanbe determined.
Con- attempted)by the usual (Newton-Gauss)full-matrix
sider the envelopeformed from the sum of two least-squaresmethods. Starting parameters were
(Lorentzian shaped)peaks which are moved closer usuallyroughapproximations
of the idealgenerating
and closertogether.The separationof the envelope valuesbut it was found that the numberof stepstc,
maxima is shown in Figure 3 as a function of the convergenceand general least-squaresrefinement
separation
of two equalheight,equalwidth peaks.At behaviorwas the sameevenif the exactinput values
a peak separationof severalpeak widths (such as were used as starting parameters.Refinementwas
shownin Fig. 1)the envelope
consists
of two maxima done with two models,the first with no parameter
with a local minimum at the midpoint betweenthe constraints,i.e., the location,area, and widths of
peaks.The envelopemaximaare locatedessentially both peakswere simultaneouslyrefined,and in the
at the componentpeak maxima and the envelope secondmodel the widths of both peakswere conheightsat the maxima are only slightly greaterthan strainedto be equal.
the heightsof the peaks.As the peaksare moved
The behaviorof the refinementproceduredepends
closertogether,(l) the heightsof the envelopemaxima rise,but (2) the heightof the midpointminimum 2 0 f
risesfasterand (3) the location of the envelopemaxima movesfrom directly over the peakstowardsthe
peakmidpoint. At a critical peakseparation(equalto
l/\/3 peak widths for equalheightpeaks)the two
envelopemaxima have coalescedinto a singlemax- E
imum located at the componentpeak midpoint. e
Moving the peaks still closer merely increasesthe
height and decreases
the width of the singleenvelope o
C r^
maximum.Sincethe sum of two equal-widthLorentzianpeaksof areaA, andAz locatedat the samepoint
is identicalto a singleLorentzianpeak of areaA, I
Az, the singlemaximumlooks more and more like a a
singlepeak as the componentpeak separationis
decreasedtowards zero. It is in this region of peak
(below- 0.6 f) wherethe eyeno longer
separations
discernsseparatemaxima, that there is a rapid
decreasein the precision with which all peak 0 0 c
zof
oo
15
05
r0
parameterscan be determined.
peokseporotion
Component
As above for the single-peakspectra, a larger
Frc. 3. Separation of maxima of the envelope formed by two
number of two-peak spectrawere simulatedon an partially coalescedequal-area, equal-width Lorentzian peaks, as a
IsN,rloo-stat UCLA and on a UNwnc u08 at the function of component peak separation. Separations are given in
Universityof Wisconsin,Madison.For thesespectra units of peak widths.
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on the relative peak separation, A. For A values
greater than 0.6 l, all simulated casessrnoothly and
rapidly converged. The convergence criterion used
was that all parameter changes on the "final" cycle
must be less than 2 percent of their respective estimated standarderrors. This criterion is in fact much
more severe than normally employed, but was
deemed necessaryin a few critical cases.
For A valuesbelow - 0.6 I, convergencebehavior
depended upon the E values as well. For a seriesof
spectra with peaks having similar f values but with
steadily decreasingpeak separations,the number of
cycles to reach convergence increased. As the A
values decrease,the parameter values tend to oscillate
roughly about the input or ideal values,and for small
enough A values these oscillations increaseon successiveleast-squarescycles. That is, the fit between
observednumber of counts and calculatedvaluesbecomes worse. As the magnitude of the standard
errors of the spectral parameters becomeslarge compared to the parameters themselves,the probability
of divergence increases rapidly. As the relative
parameter errors depend on the peak E values, then

-l

this oscillationand divergencebehavioroccursat
larger peak separationswhen dealing with smaller
peaks. The exact cut-off point, beyond which a
solutioncannotbe found, deunique least-squares
pendson A and E values,the numberof constraints,
the particularstatisticalnoisedistribution,and the
specificmathematicalroutinesemployed.
Figure 4 summarizesthe relation of relativeerror,
A, and peakquality,E. Holdingfor
peakseparation,
the moment the E values of the peaks constant,
Figure 4 may be interpreted as a simple plot of
relativespectralparametererror uersuspeak separation. Note that on a semilogscale,as A decreases
below - 0.6 (peak widths), the probable error in
determiningthe various peak parametersincreases
spectacularly.
In Figure4 the solid pointsreferto caseswherethe
least-squares
solution converged.The open points
solutions
refer to error estimatesfrom least-squares
rvhich diverged.Ordinarily, unlessconvergenceocto
curs, i.e., unlessthe parameterchangesdecrease
procedurecannot supply corzero, the least-squares
rect parametererror estimates.However,if the cor-
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Ftc. 4. Plot of relative peak parameter error (times peak E value)
uersus peak separation. Figure 4a shows the relative error in peak
area times ! value, i.e., Zet, uersus peak separation, A, for unconstrained refinement. Figure 4b shows a similar plot for relative
error in peak location for the cases of no constraints (circles) or
peak widths constrained to be equal (triangles). In Figure 4c the
relative error in peak width times ! value is shown for no constrarnt.
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rect parametervaluesare known (as is this casewhere
the ideal generating values are specified), then the
errors furnished by a least-squarescycle starting with
the correct parameters are good approximations of
the true errors. It can be seen(Fig. 4) that the open
points plot along with the closed points and allow extrapolation to very small A values where no casesof
convergence occurred.
In further explanation of the application of Figure
4, considera peak, ofE = 50, overlappedpartially by
a secondpeak. If it is desiredto determinethe relative
area of this first peak to t l0 percent, then the question arises how close may the overlap between the
two peaks be? For this caseea: olf A : 0. I and the
product e E : 5. Figure 4b shows that the two peaks
must be separatedby at least0.9 f (if the individual I
valuesare independentlydetermined)in order for the
relativeerror to be lessthan l0 percent.Ifthe peak in
question has a E value of about 200, then e E : 20,
and separationsof A : 0.5 | or more will yield area
estimatesto better than l0 percent for no constraints.
With spectra displaying poorly defined peaks (low
E values) the estimatesof the parameters of the weak
peak are imprecise and, furthermore, the estimatesof
the probable errors in these parameters furnished by
the least-squaresmethod are then also imprecise. In
Figure 4 the relative error estimatesare plotted only
for those simulated spectra with peaks having E
values of 20 or greater. Error estimates from weaker
peaks are lessprecise and consequently would show a
significantly greater spread in such a plot. Use of such
imprecisely determined error estimates (rather than
the true estimateswhich can be obtained from Fig. 4)
may be misleading.As an example, a spectrum was
generated from two equal area peaks each having E
values of 100 and a separation of A : 0.3 I. This
simulated spectrum was least-squares fit with two
peaks,without constraint.The fit convergedwith the
two best-fit peaks having strongly dissimilar areas
and widths. Becauseof the small A value the fit is
highly imprecise, and one of the peaks had a best-fit
E value of only 14.The error estimatesof the parameters of both peaks then were very imprecisely determined by the least-squaresprocedure and were in
this case severely underestimated. In fact, by using
the least-squares-furnished
error estimates,it could
be shown that the difference in peak areas between
the two fitted peaks amounted to six sigma, i.e.,
statistically highly significant. If the correct error
estimates were taken from Figure 4, the difference
between the fitted peak areas was found to be about
one sigma, i.e., statisticallyinsignificant.

zoJ

Regardless of overlap, the parameters of the
enveloperemain defined.Therefore,if it is possibleto
specify any relationship (constraint) between the
parameters of the component peaks, the precision
with which the remaining parameters are defined increases.The effectofconstraints ofthe peak widths is
illustrated in Figure 4b. The lower set of points
(triangles) shows the (E-scaled) expected errors in
peak location ue.rsuspeak separation for spectra with
peak widths constrained to be equal. Note that the
expected errors are in all casessmaller than for the
unconstrained refinement or, put another way, that
for the same size probable error, a more severepeak
overlap may be tolerated. A similar "smaller error"
curve for expected area errors, when peak widths are
constrained, can be drawn. For constrained peak
widths, the expected error in the peak width itself is
essentially independent of overlap since the width of
the envelope remains well defined.
Application to Actual Spectra
The foregoing treatment, including Figure 4, is
applicable to real (as opposed to simulated) spectra.
The actual errors in real spectra, however, are larger
than those due to counting statisticsalone. The additional sourcesof pararneterimprecision include:
(a) systematic errors in the data due, e.g., to spectrometer drift, thicknessor cosine line-broadening, and others;
(b) errors in the model, including wrong number
of peaks, deviations from Lorentzian form;
(c) overlap of more than two peaks;
(d) simultaneous refinement of one or more
background parameters.
The magnitude of the errors derived above from
simulated spectra then must be considered lower
limits of the errors expected with real spectra.
Nevertheless,with weak or closely overlapped peaks
the error due to counting statisticsis likely to be the
dominant source of parameter imprecision.
Examples of real spectra fit with peaks having
separationof lessthan - 0.6 I (i.e., separatemaxima
not discernibleto the eye) are abundant in mineralogical studies. A typical example is the fltting of two
(ferrous-iron) doublets to the spectrum of Trelavour
biotite by Hogg and Meads (1970).From their illustrated spectrum the following can be evaluated:
N- : 2.2 X 106,p N 3.9 percent, v x l/28mm,/sec,
f e, 0.39 mm/sec, and thus E values are in the
range of 100 to 150. Component peak separations
are about 0.51 I and thus from Fisure 4a the uncer-
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tainty in the area ofeach peak is about l3 to l9 percent of its area. Consequently,site occupancy ratios
computed from such peak areas have similarly high
uncertainty levels.This example is not extreme in that
it representsa higher off-resonance count and wider
peak separationthan many. In caseswhere the component peaks (either real or imagined) are more
closely overlapped, least-squaresconvergenceis often
only obtained through the mechanism of constraining peak widths and/or areas, as discussed above.
Obviously, whenever strongly overlapped peaks are
fitted, both author and reader should proceed with
caution as well as a generous uncertainty estimate.
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